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ABSTRACT

A fuel shuffling optimization procedure is proposed for the Hoger Onder-
wijs Reactor (HOR) in Delft, the Netherlands, a 2MWth swimming-pool type
research reactor. In order to cope with the fluctuatory behaviour of objective
functions in loading pattern optimization, the proposed cyclic permutation
optimization procedure features a gradual transition from global to local search
behaviour via the introduction of stochastic tests for the number of fuel assem-
blies involved in a cyclic permutation. The possible objectives and the safety
and operation constraints, as well as the optimization procedure, are discussed,
followed by some optimization results for the HOR.

INTRODUCTION

The Hoger Onderwijs Reactor (HOR) is a 2MWth pool-type research reactor situated
at the Interfaculty Reactor Institute in Delft, the Netherlands. Its main purpose is to serve
as a scientific facility for reactorphysical experiments and to supply neutron beams for use
in neutron scattering experiments and neutron activation analysis. It contains highly
enriched MTR-type fuel elements, and features a core dimension of approximately 47 cm
x 57 cm x 60 cm. The core grid plate has 42 positions, normally loaded with fuel ele-
ments including control elements and several reflector elements, containing Be-metal. The
reactor is operated continuously days a week. The licensed excess-reactivity is 6,
which requires replacement of a few elements and reshuffling at a three-month interval.
The reshuffling operation usually consists of discharging the fuel element with the highest
assernbly-averaged burnup, followed by a permutation of a limited number of fuel ele-
ments such that the vacancy in the core created by discharging the highly-burrit fuel
element travels to a position somewhat nearer to the central region in the core, where it is
filled with a fresh fuel element.
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Fig, I Schematic view of the HOR core

THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

We are interested in optimizing the trajectory along which the fuel element vacancy

travels to a position near or in the central reggion, and find both the loading scheme
associated with the highest average out-of-core leakage at the positions of the neutron

tubes and the loading scheme associated with the highest value of the effective multipli-

cation factor of the uncontrolled core kff(u')(EOQ (that is, the core with all control rods
fully withdrawn) at End-Of-Cycle. The safeiy constraints are the maximum core reactivity
constraint, the shutdown margin constraint and the power peaking constraint. The maxi-
mum core reactivity constraint dictates that the effective multiplication factor of the

uncontrolled core (that is, the core with all control rods fully withdrawn) keff(")(BOC at

Begin-Of-Cycle should remain below 106. The shutdown margin constraint requires that

it should at all times be possible to shut the reactor down by dropping the two control

rods with the least worth, with the other two rods fully withdrawn. This last mentioned

constraint usually requires that a fresh fuel element be placed in the near vicinity of a

control rod. The power peaking constraint can be derived from thermal-hydraulic analysis.

The operation constraints are first of all related to a target cycle length of about three
months, which requires a minimum core reactivity at BOC. For convenience reasons the
number of fuel elements involved in the shuffling operation should be limited. This

number n can be added as a penalty to the objective function, and a hard constraint can be

implemented according to which n may not exceed a specified value (for example 12).

THE SEARCH ALGORITHM

The search method proposed by us consists of a stochastic multiple cyclic interchange
(simulated annealing) approach'-'-', according to which the search for the refueling scheme
associated with the hi-best objective fnction value can be thought of as divided in multip-

le stages. The transition from the initial to the final stage is characterized by an increase

in the degree of locality of the search procedure. The general idea is that, during the first
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stages, the "elite" cluster containing the group of best schemes must be located, after
which the solution space is sampled in a more and more local sense to find the local
optimum in this cluster. The transition from global to local search behaviour can be made
gradual by introducing stochastic tests for the number of fuel elements involved in a cyclic
interchange.

The method is initiated with the definition of an initial reference refueling scheme H,
after which one randomly permutes a stochastic number N of fuel elements and assesses
the effect of the permutation on the objective function value. The number N of fuel
elements involved in the permutation is stochastic in the sense that it obeys a Boltzmann-
like probability distribution which tends to gradually favour lower values of N as the
search procedure proceeds. For each search step i, N is determined by the following
function 

N (ri) = 2 + int N,, - I min exp fbe.,i I - fI) rd
Ti-I

The input variable ri is obtained from a random number generator that generates random
numbers which are uniformly distributed on the interval [0, 1) ; fbet.i-1_f1 is the best functi-
on value improvement found sofar with respect to the function value associated with the
initial, "trial" refueling scheme. The annealing temperatures T are determined by the
initial annealing temperature T, and by the recurrence relation T =a Ti-1, in which the
cooling parameter" a is a number between and I (typically, 095 < < It is

obvious that in an early stage of the search procedure, when the annealing temperature is
still high, the N will be almost uniformly distributed between 2 and N,,,, (such as is the
case in Fig 2a for = 4 as the search procedure proceeds, the probability that more
than two fuel elements are involved in the cyclic interchanges decreases (Fig 2b).

Pr Pr

2 3 4 N 2 3 4 N

Fig. 2a. Probability distribution for Fig. 2b. Probability distribution for
at a relatively high N at a relatively low

annealing temperature annealing temperature

The newly generated loading scheme is accepted as the next reference scheme with accep-
tance probability
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This means that, if the permutation results in an increase of the objective function value,
the newly generated scheme automatically becomes the next reference scheme. In the case
of a decrease, a random number a is generated, and a stochastic acceptance decision
follows in which the newly generated scheme is rejected if a > exp[(fi-fi.1)/T-J A conver-
gence criterion can be specified according to which this stochastic search procedure ends
when either the last fractional improvement falls below a certain specified value, or a
certain maximum number of search steps (usually referred to as the annealing chain
length) is exceeded.

OPTIMIZATION RESULTS FOR THE HOR

Starting from a fixed initial, mediocre-performance yielding loading scheme we have
searched for the loading scheme associated with the best cycle behaviour with respect to
two different objectives. Objective I was to find the pattern yielding the highest
keff(")(EOC) while satisfying the shutdown margin constraint, the power peaking constraint
and the Begin-Of-Cycle core reactivity constraint. Objective 2 was to find the pattern
yielding a maximal out-of-core leakage while satisfying the same set of constraints. We
implemented the hard engineering constraint that the total number of fuel shufflings should
not exceed 12. The annealing chain length applied was 2000, with T=1.0, a =0.996 and
N..X=4. In Figs. 3 and 4 graphic representations are given of the loading schemes found
for objectives I and 2 in which the darkness of the fuel assemblies indicates their burnup.
In Fig. 5, the optimization trajectory for objective is plotted in the two-dimensional

Uperformance plane spanned by k� )(EOC) and the core leakage indicator, along with a
random sample of refueling schemes which satisfy the shutdown margin.
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Fig.5 Combined plot of a random sample of refueling
schemes and the nproved schemes encountered
in te optimization trajectory for objective .

CONCLUSIONS

We conclude that the stochastic search method that was applied here yields good solutions
of the fuel shuffling optimization problern for a research reactor like the HOR. The
refueling schemes found comply with the engineering rule for a highly-enriched fuel
research reactor like the HOR that the shutdown margin constraint requires that the low-
burnt fuel elements be placed close to te control rods. As is generally known, genuine
global optimality of the pattern found can hardly be guaranteed', but the quality of the
results can be visualized by plotting the obtained refueling schemes along with a plot of a
random sample of refueling schemes in a performance plane.
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